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"Of all Middle East Correspondents,
Odd Karsten Tveit is uniquely qualified
-- as both journalist and historian -- to
report on the tragedy of a war whose
roots lie deep in the history of
colonialism, nationalism and Islam"
writes The Independent-journalist and
author Robert Fisk. Tveit's earlier
books include: A pattern for defeat
(Cappelen 1985), All for Israel
(Cappelen, 1986), Anna's House
(Cappelen, 2000), War and Diplomacy
(Aschehoug, 2005) for which he was
awarded with Brage Prize for best
Norwegian non-fiction book and
Goodbye, Lebanon (Aschehoug, 2010).
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The war in Syria, the rise of ISIS, the Arab Spring, the Iran-US nuclear
agreement, not to mention  the Israel-Palestine conflict -- all these events in
our recent history are well explained and placed in a larger historical context
with the books 200 pages.

The first part of the Middle East’s past two hundred years was dominated by the
Ottoman Empire. The following years, up until World War II by the colonial
powers Britain and France. After the war, US oil interests shaped the region, and
with it the creation of the new state of Israel. The year 1978 is a turning point in
history, when Ayatollah Khomeini leads the Islamic Revolution and becomes the
supreme leader of the Islamic Republic of Iran. From the 1980s onwards, events in
the Middle East are tightly intertwined in the flow of news; the war in Lebanon, the
liberation of Kuwait, the Oslo Accords, the Nobel Peace Prize in 1994  to Arafat,
Peres and Rabin , Hamas taking power in Gaza, the Arab Spring and Mubarak’s
resignation, the assassination of Gaddafi, Iran and the US nuclear deal under
Obama, and the Turkish offensive in Syria. The author shows us the underlying
power structures and the long lines of history when the biggest players are in swing
to the present day.
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